Proposed Stages of MOOC Participation
Leveled Entrance*
Sensing and Awakening: learner has vague awareness of ill-formed knowledge and hungers for resolution. Metaphors: knowledge seeker, fog, unsettled, disjointed, scattered, loose, undifferentiated, prestructual.
Seeking Meaningful Input: learner observes, receives, stimulated by, experiences the output made by CoP's slightly or markedly more knowledgeable, developed and integrated members. Metaphors: silent partner, lurker, novice, mentee, inquirer, invited guest, received knower
Initiating Meaningful Output: learner joinsconversation by giving voice to their developing or incomplete knowledge of the task or problem. Understanding is nominal. Metaphors: explorer, joiner, actor, risk-taker, unistructrual
Comparing/Constrasting: learner engages in CoP and recognizes task or problem has multiple aspects, but holds onto belief that each are to be treated separately. Metaphors: knowing about, relativist, agent, multistructural
Integrating: learner becomes sensitized to task or problem's complexity. Draws upon previous knowledge, motivations, assumptions, conceptual frames, understandings. Efforts directed towards integrating components into a coherent whole with each part contributing to the overall solution. Metaphors: relational, flow,
Active Engagement: learner actively constructs knowledge shaped/influenced by input/output of members of the CoP and applies critical judgments to the presented knowledge. Discourse marked by rational argumentation, open-minded input, productive error analysis, theory of mind, awareness of positionality, identifies personal bias, engages metacognitive thinking. Metaphors:
Abstraction: learner selects the particular elements of knowledge that can play significant parts in the construction of a personal understanding. Is closely linked to conceptual understanding. Metaphors: meaningful learning,
Extended Abstract: learner reconceptualizes problem, issue or task at a higher level; see connections to other problems, fields or domains. Sees knowledge as reflexive and context dependent, shaped by openly expressed and hidden dominant conceptual frames. Creates or invents, extends corporal knowledge. Approaches knowledge as an emergent truth, not fixed; and subjected laws of complexity theory. Metaphors: expertise, mentor, expert, sage, connected knower, e xtended-abstract
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Entrance*: Self-selected based on learners' assessment of foundational knowledge.
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